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On the other hand, if the bootloader is set to unlocked, then you can use the adb reboot bootloader command. For the purpose of this tutorial, I
have allowed bootloader mode to be unlocked. If, however, your bootloader is locked, then you will not be able to unlock it even if you follow the
steps given in this guide. Having successfully unlocked the bootloader, all you need to do is flash the files that I have given above, using the adb
flash partition boot.img and flash-all. At the end, you will be asked to reboot the phone. It also goes without saying that the bootloader on your
device needs to be unlocked. If that is not the case, then you may refer to our below-linked guide. Make sure that you are completely aware of
the unlocking risks. These involve wiping off all the data from your device and the devices warranty becoming null and void. So if that is all well

and good, then head over to the following guides and check out the unlocking steps. You may then flash the TWRP ZIP file for permanent
installation. On the other hand, if your device is A-only, then you could directly flash the TWRP Recovery to the recovery partition via the below
command:fastboot flash recovery twrp.img I have only included the important command, if you wish to know the complete details (such as how
to boot to TWRP, setting up ADB Tools, and the detailed flashing instructions), then please refer to our comprehensive guide on TWRP: fastboot
flash vs fastboot boot: Which command to use and How to Use. Bootloader Error Id 1 Miracle Box 56 Anyways, if you have not seen the images

then please do click the image above.
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